Abstract. The article discusses the application of the bag of tasks programming model for the problem of sorting a large data array. The choice is determined by the generality of its algorithmic structure with various problems from the field of data analysis including correlation analysis, frequency analysis, and data indexation. The sorting algorithm is a blockby-block sorting, followed by the pairwise merging of the blocks. At the end of the sorting, the data in the blocks form an ordered sequence. The order of sorting and merging tasks is set by a static directed acyclic graph. The sorting algorithm is implemented using MPI library in C ++ language with centralized storing of data blocks on the manager process. A feature of the implementation is the transfer of blocks between the master and the worker MPI processes for each task. Experimental study confirmed the hypothesis that the intensive data exchange resulting from the centralized nature of the bag of task model does not lead to a loss of performance. The data processing model makes it possible to weaken the technical requirements for the software and hardware.
Introduction
The article studies the possibility of using a model of distributed computing, called the bag of tasks [1] , for solving problems of analysis and processing a large data array.
To solve the problems involving the processing and analysis of data, expensive specialized hardware and software are commonly used. However, in companies or institutions where such processing is carried out, there is already a large fleet of desktop computers, workstations, laptops of employees, and even cluster systems, whose resources are not fully used in normal operating conditions. Therefore, from the point of possible reduction in equipment costs, the use of the entire available hardware infrastructure not originally dedicated for data processing is promising in solving data intensive problems [2] .
For making calculations on non-dedicated equipment, special programming models and software platforms supporting them are used [3] . One of these programming models is the bag of tasks model. This model has a star-like communication topology of processes. It consists of one master process and a group of worker processes. The worker processes execute tasks that come from the master process and when return the result back to the master process. Worker processes do not have a state. The state of the calculations, the so-termed the bag of tasks, is monitored by the master process. This state can be updated after the current tasks in worker process is completed and returned to the master process.
The definition of parallel computations in the terms of the bag of tasks model has a number of advantages when distributed application is running on unreliable heterogeneous hardware and software environment.
First, the application has a single point of failure, namely the master process. Worker process failure is not critical.
Second, only the master process is required to accept connections, worker process can only support outgoing connections.
Third, to define a new algorithm in the bag of tasks model, it is sufficient to define 4 sequential procedures. These procedures are (1) checking whether the task to the worker process is available in the current state of the bag; (2) creation of a new task and the bag state update; (3) processing of task in the worker process; (4) receiving the task result and the bag state update. The other parts of the code are reused in every bag-of-tasks applications.
Fourth, the control scheme in the bag of tasks model in most cases does not require special methods of load balancing. This is convenient for programmers because the performance of computers on the network can vary significantly.
While having the above mentioned advantages, the bag of tasks model has one potential drawback. The master process may be a bottleneck in the case of intensive data exchange. Therefore, the applicability of the model in a particular case is determined by the joint characteristics of the problem and the equipment that is used to solve it. That is why a study is required before applying the bag of tasks model to data processing problems.
The goal of our research was to test experimentally the applicability of the bag of tasks model for making calculations on cluster systems without optimization of traffic between the master and the worker processes in solving the block sorting problem.
Related work
Our research relates to the field of algorithmic skeletons. This technique of building parallel algorithms allows us to separate the algorithmic (sequential) part of the code from the parallel part. Details of the algorithmic skeletons are described in the review [4] .
Algorithmic skeletons are widely used in data processing. An example of such a skeleton is the MapReduce [5] . We focused on another well-known skeleton called Bag-of-tasks [1] . The reason is the "star" communication graph, which is typical both for the Bag-of-tasks skeleton and desktop grid computing in general [6] . The MapReduce skeleton does not apply to desktop grids, as it requires a network with a one-to-one communication graph.
We use a cluster system as a model of desktop grid systems. Computer clusters were successfully used as components of the desktop grids in many studies. A good example is parallel image processing, which is discussed in detail in the article [7] . The the technique of combining BOINC grid [8] and clusters with Torque and Slurm batch systems was shown in [9] .
Parallel paired data processing is a frequently used algorithmic technique. It was automated in the algorithmic skeleton called AllPair [10] . Our implementation of pairwise processing is different in that we have limitations on parallel-running pairs and the order in which pairs are processed. The introduction of these restrictions allows us to obtain the sorting algorithm. The sorting algorithm is a block version of the bubble sort. The efficiency of the algorithm compared to the quick sorting we studied earlier in [11] . Block algorithms allow to optimize performance in different areas of computing then heterogeneous and/or distributed hardware is in use [12] .
The applied objective of the study is to extend the set of algorithms for managing tasks in the Everest platform [3] . For the platform, the authors had previously developed a variant of the Map skeleton [13] .
Method of the experimental study
In the study, we use the block sorting problem as a reference problem from the data processing domain. The choice of the block sorting problem is determined by the commonality of its algorithmic structure with various problems of data analysis, including correlation analysis, frequency analysis, and data indexing.
The block sorting algorithm sorts each data block and then makes the pairwise merging of sorted blocks in the round-robin tournament manner. At the end of the block sorting algorithm, the data in all the blocks form an ordered sequence. Two types of tasks are placed in the bag of tasks: sorting of one block and merging of two blocks. Both types of tasks modify the content of blocks by rearranging elements, while the total number of blocks and their size does not change. The order of merging tasks is defined by the DAG (directed acyclic graph in Fig.1 ), which is interpreted by the master process in the course of calculations.
The peculiarity of the algorithm implementation is the transferring large blocks of data from the master process to the worker processes and back to the master process for each task. In the study, we deliberately did not use assistive technologies that optimize traffic, such as block caching on worker processes or direct data exchange between worker processes.
As a model of the computing equipment in the experiments we used "Sergey Korolev" cluster system of collective use that installed at Supercomputer center of Samara University (hpc.ssau.ru). The choice is due to the simplicity of programming of the distributed sorting in the bag of tasks model using MPI technology and C++ language. Also the deployment of sorting application components to compute nodes using the Torque batch system is simple too. A cluster system has the greatest capacities in the computing infrastructure of any company or institution. A positive test result of block sorting using the bag of tasks model (the speedup of calculations) on the "Sergey Korolev" cluster opens up the possibility of further research on another type of non-dedicated computing equipment available on enterprise network.
Results and discussion of the block sorting experiment
The experimental study of the sorting algorithm confirmed the hypothesis that intensive data exchange in cluster system (which is a consequence of the implementation of block sorting algorithm according to the bag of tasks model) nether the less gives the possibility to speedup the calculations.
In the experiment, an array consisted of 8 blocks of 50 million 8-byte integers in each block. The 8 "sorting one block" tasks were performed with standard C ++ std::sort library algorithm and then 28 "merging two blocks" tasks were performed with standard C ++ std::merge algorithm.
The multilevel structure of the DAG had 10 tiers (Fig.1) , a maximum of 4 parallel calls to std::merge in one tier. The programming and control of computational experiments on the cluster was performed on the TempletWeb system [14] . The results of experimental study are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 2 .
Sequential sorting time of the entire array of 8 blocks on one cluster node (http://hpc.ssau.ru/node/6) using std::sort standard C++ library algorithm was about 110.8 seconds. The sequential sorting time on one cluster node for the block sorting program adapted to the bag of tasks model was about 118.9 seconds. In the parallel version of the program, when the master process and 8 worker processes were deployed on separate nodes of the cluster, the time of execution became 23.6412 seconds (the best result). This result corresponds to nearly five times speedup. A series of experiments was carried out in which different variants of the program deployment on the nodes of the cluster system were investigated. It was discovered that despite the fact that the nodes of the cluster support minimum 8 hardware threads, the deployment of all processes on a single node gives the worst result (~35,6 seconds) compared with the deployment of processes under the scheme 1 process on 1 node. The overhead of competing between processes for a shared data bus on a node was even greater than the overhead of transferring data between nodes. 
Conclusion
The experiments confirmed the suitability of the bag of tasks model for computing on cluster systems even without using algorithmic techniques to optimize the traffic between the master process and the worker processes in solving the block sorting problem of large data array.
Thus, the bag of tasks model allows to reduce technical requirements for hardware and can be used to solve applied problems of analysis and processing of large information arrays on existing computing networks of companies or institutions.
